


About us

The company "SINAGRA" Ltd. is engaged 

in development and production of 

advanced and breakthrough products in 

the field of pharmaceuticals and medicine



The dietary biologically active additive SYMMENTRUM «REGENERATION» is a

multicomponent, organomineral complex with a basis of modified natural humic

substances, aimed at the general stabilization of the body systems exposed to the

influence of radioisotopes, high-energy radiation, carcinogenic substances and

genetically modified products. It is used to prevent diseases and maintain vital forces.





Humic acids are the missing link in our food chain. Today we lack vitamins,

minerals, microelements, also we are poisoned by the air of big cities, also we are

attacked by microbes and allergens, without mentioning bad habits. And most

importantly, today we can’t hope for food that we eat. Especially it concerns

vegetables and fruits. Soils for growing crops around the world are depleted. The

life-force of mineral-rich ancient soils is still preserved in the deep layers of the

earth in the form of humic substances. With the advent of new biotechnologies, it

has become available to us.

HUMIC ACIDS



The complex of humic and fulvic acids is an extremely powerful combination

for the recovery of the body. Its composition contains a full range of minerals,

amino acids and microelements. These include natural polysaccharides,

peptides, up to 20 amino acids, vitamins, minerals, sterols, hormones, fatty

acids, polyphenols and ketones with subgroups, including flavonoids, flavones,

flavins, catechins, tannins, quinones, isoflavones, tocopherols and others. A total

of about 70 useful components. Such a saturated polymorphic structure causes a

variety of positive biological effects of humic acids.

HUMIC ACIDS



The humic complex has a pronounced 

ability to maintain the chemical balance 

in the body. Depending on the situation, 

humic acid can behave like a donor or an 

electron acceptor. This makes humic acid 

a powerful natural antioxidant, a trap for 

free radicals that damage the protein 

structures and DNA molecules of cells, 

break their genetic code and make, in 

particular, the possible development of 

cancer.

Humic acids show high antiviral activity. 

The molecule of humic acid enfolds the 

virus like a "coat", blocking its entrance 

into the cell and preventing reproduction. 

In this case, humic acid sends an alarm to 

the immune system about the appearance 

of the invader. This pushes the immune 

system to fight the virus, which is in a 

vulnerable position as a result of binding 

by a molecule of humic acid. As a result, 

the amount of the virus is reduced, and the 

immune system copes better with the 

disease. The inhibitory effect of humic 

acids is directed against the early stage of 

viral replication, therefore prophylactic use 

of humic acids is possible, in particular, 

during epidemics of influenza.

Humic acids are a powerful complexing agent, 

binding and removing heavy metals from the 

body (lead, mercury, copper, cadmium, cobalt, 

zinc and others). Getting into the human body 

through air and food, they are able to be 

accumulated in tissues. Having reached a certain 

concentration, they cause severe poisoning and 

cell mutations. Heavy metals are not eliminated 

from the body on their own, unless you take any 

medical measures. Humic acids actively 

participate in liver metabolism and act as a filter 

for heavy metals. They capture and immobilize a 

toxic substance, preventing it from entering into 

a chemical reaction. After that, the toxin is easily 

removed from the body. Long-term use of humic 

acids in general favorably affects the work of the 

liver. The level of liver enzymes is normalized, 

cellular respiration is stimulated, regeneration of 

damaged hepatic cells is accelerated.

Antioxidant properties Antiviral activity Detoxicant and 

hepatoprotector



Humic acids in a dose of 100-300 mg per 

kilogram of body weight * do not affect 

bleeding time, clotting time, thrombin 

time or platelet aggregation. Red blood 

cells and hemoglobin remain at a normal 

level. In the presence of humic acids, 

erythrocytes deliver a higher percentage 

of oxygen to the tissue.

Humic acids have an established 

antibacterial effect on the following 

pathogenic microorganisms: C. Albicans, 

Prot. Vulgaris, Ps. Aeruginosa, S. 

Typhimurium, St. aureus, St. epidermidis, St. 

pyogenes. They significantly accelerate the 

metabolism of bacteria, which leads to 

increased destruction of microbial cells. In 

the intestine, humic acids neutralize the 

pathogenic microflora. Bound bacteria and 

toxins are eliminated naturally.

Adsorption of humic acids has its own 

characteristics. It is not a mechanical 

enterosorbent, but a complexing agent that 

acts more intensively than conventional 

physical enterosorbents. The wide composition 

of organic acids of humic substances helps in 

addition to the action of digestive enzymes to 

break down food particles in the 

gastrointestinal tract. Humic acids inhibit the 

growth of pathogenic bacteria in the 

gastrointestinal tract, stimulate the growth of 

the natural intestinal microflora, improve 

protein digestion and uptake of calcium, 

microelements, nutrients.

Effect on blood properties Antibacterial activity Enterosorption



One of the most pronounced effects of 

using humic acids is the strengthening of 

the overall immune response. Humic 

compounds regulate the amount of 

glycoproteins in the body that affects the 

balance of T and B lymphocytes. In 

addition, they activate the synthesis of 

interleukins 1 and 2, the production of 

endogenous interferon, gamma globulin, 

which leads to activation of the inhibited 

functions of the immune system. A 

number of medical studies show that 

humic acids are capable of exhibiting 

anti-cancer properties, inhibiting tumor 

growth, and also suppressing the effect 

of viruses that can cause cancer. Fulvic

acid reduces protease activity, which 

reduces the metastatic activity of cancer 

cells.

Humic acids have an anti-inflammatory 

effect. They accelerate the healing of wounds 

and ulcerative defect due to increased 

proliferation of fibroblasts, activation of 

water, protein and fat metabolism. They also 

have a retarding effect on the synthesis of 

mediators of inflammation - prostaglandins. 

Locally, tissue hyaluronidase is activated, 

which accelerates the healing of wounds. The 

inhibitory effect of humic acids on proteolytic 

enzymes damaging the walls of blood vessels 

and skin has been established.

Due to the ability to recognize and bind 

substances in the body in excess, humic 

acids form and excrete complexes with 

cholesterol and low-density lipoproteins, 

which makes them effective in combating 

atherosclerosis and its consequences.

Immune system Anti-inflammatory properties Anti-atherosclerotic effect



Humic acids reduce the sensitization of 

the body, actively binding and removing 

allergens from the body. In this case, 

allergy symptoms are passing, the 

number of eosinophils in the blood is 

normalized, and a stable remission is 

achieved.

Humic acids regulate the action of stress 

hormones, which are produced by the 

adrenal glands (adrenaline, noradrenaline). 

Increased levels of adrenaline and 

norepinephrine indicate an increased level 

of anxiety. Excess hormones are blocked by 

humic acids and do not reach their 

receptors in cells. In addition, the ability of 

humic acids to affect the saturation of 

erythrocytes with oxygen improves overall 

health and causes a person a burst of 

energy.

Stabilization of the structural and 

functional integrity of cellular structures, 

ensuring the auto-regulation of water and 

salt metabolism, increasing the overall 

resistance, normalizing the oxidation-

reduction potential of the intercellular 

environment and restoring the intercellular 

water clathrates.

Antiallergic effect Anti-stress action The overall result of impact



▪ Increase and restoration of working efficiency, including in extreme conditions 

(heavy loads, hypoxia, overheating etc.);

▪ acceleration and strengthening of adaptation to the impact of various ecobiological

extreme factors;

▪ somatic diseases, infections and intoxications, rehabilitation of pathological 

conditions accompanying acute and chronic bacterial and viral infections, 

oncological diseases;

▪ pre- and postoperative period; the consequences of heart attacks, strokes, memory 

loss and reaction. 

INDICATIONS FOR USE



Adaptoges are pharmacotherapy agents used in preventive medicine. These are

harmless, non-toxic agents, possessing anti-stress, stimulating, tonic and anabolic

properties. They stimulate the functions of interconnected systems of the body,

namely: they increase mental and physical performance, exert a nonspecific

regulatory influence on the course of the stress reaction of the organism, increase

the overall resistance to various unfavorable factors of biological, chemical and

physical nature, prevent and slow the development of aging diseases

(cardiovascular and oncological diseases, metabolic diseases).

The most important result of the action of adaptogens is the enhancement of 

cellular and humoral immunity. They improve the indices of cellular immunity by 

producing both interferon and immunoglobulins.







is an excellent drug without cumulative toxic and side effects. It promotes restoration and 

preservation of basic vital functions in conditions of mass application of natural and synthetic 

toxins in food and water.

SYMMENTRUM «TOTAL PROTECTION» -

SYMMENTRUM «TOTAL PROTECTION» -

is a preparation of the last generation on the basis of antihypoxants and actoprotectors,

which have stress-protective activity. It compensates for the insufficient supply of

oxygen to the human body, primarily at the cellular level, stabilizes the processes of

cellular respiration in all vital systems and body organs. The drug increases efficiency in

extreme and unfavorable conditions, the urban environment with low air quality and

abnormal heat, with mental and physical overstrain, chronic fatigue and fatigability,

restores the ability of concentration of attention, processing of large and complex mass

data of information. It is an effective auxiliary tool in the therapy of diabetes,

neurodegenerative diseases and viral infections (including all forms of hepatitis).

Promotes an increase in the average and maximum life expectancy.



INDICATIONS FOR USE:

• all forms of hypoxia - hypobaric, hypercapnic, hemic;

• increase in endurance in complicated conditions;

• maintaining high physical performance and its rapid recovery in the subsequent period;

• stress-protective activity;

• decreased ability to concentrate attention in the course of work or training;

• impaired memory and attention, anxiety and fear;

• the need to adapt to the effects of various environmental and / or biological extremes;

• prevention and treatment of oncological diseases; pre- and postoperative period;

• rehabilitation of pathological conditions accompanying chronic bacterial and viral 

infections;

• diabetes;

• consequences of heart attacks, strokes;

• vegetative neuroses, asthenic disorders, decay, neurodegenerative diseases.



SYMMENTRUM “ANTICANCER” is an antitumor immunomodulating

drug of a wide spectrum of action based on compounds of ionic gold with a

complex of natural humic substances. The preparation was synthesized as a

result of application of the bioengineering approach and the combined

technique to the development of effective preventive measures and

auxiliary therapy of oncological diseases, viral and bacterial infections

(including HIV, hepatitis A, B, C, D, tuberculosis, syphilis, etc.).

The drug has a pronounced immunomodulatory and antitumor effect and it is 

effective, as an auxiliary, in the prevention and treatment of cancer, complex 

viral therapy. It is a complex of positively charged organometallic gold ions 

paired with negatively charged ions of an organic matrix of humic acids.





The use of metals, primarily gold, responds to the presence in the oncogenesis of

increased intracellular metabolism of the electrochemical nature. The effect of ionic

forms of gold on the cell affected by oncology, responds to the influence on the

processes of thermionic emission and the condition of the chain reactions of fission of

super-radicals. Within the limits of a low-grade cancer cell, the conditions for

maintaining chain reactions of radical fragmentation are violated and the cellular

molecular structures are corrected. The reactions decay or cease. In a highly

differentiated cancer cell, under conditions of a significant excess of free radicals, a

sharp increase in the activity of enzymes contained in the cytoplasm of the affected cell

and its destruction is observed.

«SYMMENTRUM

«ANTICANCER» 



SYMMENTRUM

«ANTICANCER» 

The use of humic acid salts as an organic matrix is responds to the presence of a

carboxyl group, as well as free hydrogen atoms in the carbon atoms adjacent to the

carboxyl, which allows not only to withdraw the free radicals that are formed from the

reaction zone, but also to restore the immune system. In particular, the quantitative

indices of T-general, T-active, T-helper, T-cytotoxic, T-suppressor cells, normal killers

(NK cells), leukocytes, macrophages, platelets, eosinophils, basophils, stab, segmented,

monocytes normalize in the blood. In the blood, the content of immunoglobulins is

restored, the rate of precipitation of erythrocytes decreases, the production of cytokines,

including c-interferons and tumor necrosis factor (TNF-a), is stimulated.

Due to the immunomodulatory effect of the compound can also be used in clinical

dermatology for the treatment of psoriasis, eczema and other cutaneous systemic

immune-allergic diseases.



INDICATIONS FOR  USE:

o the need to adapt to the effects of various environmental and / or biological 

extreme factors;

o prevention and treatment of oncological diseases; pre- and postoperative 

period;

o somatic diseases, infections and intoxications, rehabilitation of 

pathological conditions accompanying acute and chronic bacterial and 

viral infections;

o diabetes;

o consequences of heart attacks, strokes;

o neurodegenerative diseases.



Modern gerontology provides definitions for two types of old age: healthy

natural - physiological and abnormal - pathological.

Pathological old age occurs when various factors influence the body: infectious, 

toxic, social, professional, etc. And the longevity of normal physiological old

age is mainly determined by the physiological condition of the vessels of

connective tissue.

Weakened by constant stress, the exhausted brain plays a huge role in the

process of premature aging of the body. And strictly on the contrary, the

organism, not subject to nervous injuries, to old age retains invulnerability to

any of the pathological effects.





During the aging process, the central nervous system plays a central role, and mainly the cerebral

cortex. Moreover, premature aging is expressed, first of all, not by anatomical changes, 

accessible to visual detection, but by purely functional, structural and dynamic disturbances.

Closely linked in their activity with the cerebral cortex are the vegetative and endocrine systems. 

Taking into account the important role played by connective tissue in the body, weakening the

activity of the cerebral cortex leads to the defeat of the physiological system of connective tissue

and serves as a direct cause both in the development of cancer and other malignant neoplasms

and premature aging, being the most important intermediate link in this a chain of causes and

effects.

Our response to pathological changes in the cerebral cortex is the preparation “SYMMENTRUM 

ETERNUM”, which performs a functional impact on the higher nervous system of a person, 

contributing to the natural processes of the vital corrective actions of the organism itself.



Thanks to the preparation “SYMMENTRUM ETERNUM” the following series of

actions are carried out:

1. struggle against pathological old age

2. protection from the negative impact on the body of infectious, toxic, social-domestic, 

professional and other factors

3. restoration of the weakened nervous system

4. maintenance of the work of the cerebral cortex

5. blocking of phenomena connected with drawing to an organism of mental traumas, which, in

many cases, along with the toxic effects of numerous synthetic carcinogens and unnatural

effects of a different wave nature, are the primary cause of a decrease in the tone of the whole

organism, which apparently has the most significant meaning for the predisposition of the

organism to all kinds of diseases, up to cancer and premature aging of the organism. 



More detailed information about our 

company and products you can get on 

the official website:

symmentrum.com


